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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Today’s pensioners spent half their lives in a golden age of public transport, before 
Beeching axed the railway network and before the de-regulation of buses. They were a 
generation used to walking and cycling. Now, though older people wish to get out and 
about, their opportunities are limited by lack of mobility and inadequate, inaccessible, 
expensive, public transport services. Travel concessions (travel tokens and mandatory 
bus passes) are valued for the contribution they make to maintaining independence and 
quality of life. This study undertaken by older people, themselves, aims to provide 
evidence to inform policies, so that concession providers and older and disabled people 
will not continue to miss the bus.

In this study of travel concessions in the Borough of Eastleigh, questionnaires were 
delivered to 2,366 older people in the southern parishes of Botley, Hedge End, West End, 
Bursledon, Hamble le Rice and Hound. Of these 343 (14.5%) were returned by post.

The profile of the sample shows that the ages of the respondents range from 60 – 96 
years. The largest age group is 75-79 and the average age of the sample is 76. About 
two thirds of the sample are women and one third men. One third of respondents have 
no car. There is an even spread of respondents across the area and there is no correlation 
between residential area and travel-concession uptake and usage. One fifth of the 
sample is registered disabled.

There is a high take-up of travel concessions (96%). The Council reports that, in 2004, 
80% of older people chose travel tokens and 20% chose mandatory half-fare bus 
passes. In 2005, 80% of the over-70’s claimed travel tokens and 18% chose bus passes; 
travel tokens were not offered to 60-69 year olds, with the result that 11% of them did 
not claim any concessions at all.  

Travel concessions are used for a very wide variety of journeys: for everyday activities, 
medical appointments, social activity, education and recreation. Appropriate transport is 
chosen from taxis, buses, trains, Good Neighbour/Voluntary Care schemes, community 
minibuses and Dial-a-Ride. Travel tokens may be used on all of these, though the £32 
issue (£45 for over-80’s) does not go very far.

It is clear from the survey that the overwhelming reason for choosing travel tokens is 
their flexibility: they can be used on most modes of transport, including taxis. Taxis clearly 
offer the best transport option: door-to-door, personal, efficient and speedy service. For 
hospital and other appointments and for carrying shopping home, taxis offer the most 
reliable, if the most expensive, service.

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that most respondents look set to ignore the Government’s 
proposed free-travel bus pass, which would limit their travel to buses, which they find 
difficult to access and use. The Findings show that they express an overwhelming preference 
for the free and flexible travel pass, in use elsewhere in the United Kingdom. This would 
allow maximum choice of transport without the hassle of tokens - within the county of 
Hampshire, if not nationwide.
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Recommendations are made to 

 The Government to offer the free-travel pass advocated by the National
 Pensioners Convention

 Hampshire County Council to deliver a county-wide travel concession scheme
 and, preferably, a county-wide, free-travel pass with alternative taxi-voucher 
 scheme, following consultation with older people, and having regard for the 
 need for equity across the county

 Eastleigh Borough Council to continue the preferred travel-token concession for
 people of pensionable age, with an alternative taxi-voucher scheme, until the
 free-travel pass is introduced

 Transport operators to improve their services and customer care in relation to
 older people

 Eastleigh Community Services to improve take-up of transport services in the
 southern parishes

 Hampshire Social Services to organise a take-up campaign for disabled people to
 stimulate awareness and claims for their entitlements. 
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INTRODUCTION
EASTLEIGH SOUTHERN PARISHES OLDER PEOPLE’S FORUM (ESPOPF) 
was established on 18 July 2000.  Its objectives are:

 To consult with older people in the southern parishes of Eastleigh and to 
 promote their benefit

 To consult with statutory authorities on issues of concern to older people 
 and to bring unmet needs to their attention 

 To bring issues of concern to older people to the attention of the wider  
 public.

Currently, a committee of thirteen representatives drawn from the six parishes of Botley, 
Hedge End, West End, Bursledon, Hamble and Hound meets monthly to organise the 
group. A  bi-montly Newsletter is posted to 2,500 households and bi-monthly Open 
Meetings are held in Hedge End. All members are invited to attend regular consultation  
meetings with the local Primary Care Trust.

The ESPOPF Researchers were brought together in December 2003 to undertake outreach 
training in research methods by the University of Teesside, at the invitation of Help the 
Aged. Their first project was a study of the hospital-travel difficulties of older people, 
which was published in October 2004 - “Sic transit…” Hamble to Hospital.

This second research project arose from long-standing concern about travel problems 
of older people and the imperative to ensure that travel concessions address their needs. 
Two developments deepened this concern: the decision of Eastleigh Borough Council to 
withdraw the discretionary issue of £32 travel tokens from 60-69 year olds, following the 
introduction of the mandatory half-fare bus pass, and the 2005 Budget proposal by the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer of a mandatory full-fare bus pass for people with disabilities 
and those of pensionable age, to be introduced by local authorities in April 2006.

In 2004, Eastleigh Borough Council (EBC) had adopted a Strategy for Older People, 
“Live Long and Better” which stated that

    “Getting out and about:  whether by car, bus or other
      forms of transport, such as shared taxis or mobility scooters
      was by far the biggest issue for older people and linked to
      NHS Services as well as leisure”.

However, the people most likely to be mobile enough to get out and about, the 60-69 
year olds, were suddenly deprived of their preferred travel concessions, travel tokens, 
without any warning or consultation. Much to their consternation, they were told 
instead to choose bus passes or rail vouchers, with which to buy Senior Rail Cards.  
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Prior to this, only 20% of those eligible for travel concessions in the Borough were 
claiming half-fare bus passes. The rest were claiming £32 of discretionary travel tokens. 
The southern parishes of Eastleigh are semi-rural with skeleton bus and rail services.  
There are railway stations, but they are situated in the main on the outskirts of local cen-
tres, away from where people live. Bus and train journeys are expensive. Car ownership 
is high. Travel tokens are flexible: they can be used on taxis, buses, trains, community 
transport, Dial-a-Ride, good neighbour schemes.   

It was clear, from this experience, that the offer of a free-fare bus pass would be 
unattractive to all those who were not able to use buses, for whatever reason. There 
was growing concern across the country that the Chancellor’s proposal, while wonderful 
for bus travellers, would widen still further the disadvantage and social exclusion 
experienced by the less mobile in rural and semi-rural areas.

As nine of the original group of Researchers began discussions about how best to research 
this issue, they were informed that Dr Alan Burnett of Help the Aged and Portsmouth 
Pensioners’ Forum, was undertaking a study of travel concessions in Portsmouth. There 
was enthusiasm for engaging in a parallel study in a very different location. The ESPOPF 
Committee asked the Researchers to begin their research immediately with a view to 
informing the budget debate locally and the discussions with Ministers nationally about 
the introduction of the nationwide, full-fare bus pass.

The Researchers met to decide the scope of the study. They decided to investigate older 
people’s travel needs, their preferred transport options, their reasons for claiming travel 
tokens in preference to other concessions, the extent to which travel concessions enhance 
the quality of life for older and disabled people and the likely impact of the introduction 
of the proposed free-fare bus passes in April 2006.  It was agreed that all individual 
ESPOPF members would be asked to complete Questionnaires, which would form the 
basis of the research.

It was felt that there was not enough readily-available information on travel concessions 
in the public domain and it was agreed that the relevant facts from the Council’s website 
should be edited and distributed with the Questionnaire. At the very least, more people 
would know more about the availability of travel concessions, the rules regarding 
eligibility and where to go to claim them.

AIM OF THE STUDY

To undertake research into travel concessions for older and disabled people and 
thereby inform and influence national and local travel-concession policies.
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METHODOLOGY

The Researchers met as a group four times between September 2005 and January 2006.  
Between meetings, work was continued by individuals and working parties.

1st Meeting (September 2005)
Aims and Objectives agreed. Questions for Questionnaire prepared.

Draft Questionnaire computerised and produced

2nd Meeting (October 2005)
Draft Questionnaire piloted by group and improved.
Agreed to address perceived lack of information about concessions by distributing EBC 
Website information about travel concessions as a Fact Sheet with Questionnaires.

Questionnaire refined and finalised
Fact Sheet prepared and approved by EBC Head of Revenue and Benefits
Both ( see Appendices) sent out to 2,366 households with November Newsletter.
343 returns analysed. Data transferred to an Excel Spreadsheet and analysed using Pivot tables. 
Findings collated and written up by working party
Preliminary findings sent to the National Pensioners Convention and Help the Aged.

3rd Meeting ( November 2005)
Findings discussed and format of presentation agreed.
Discussion of content. Form of Report agreed.
Individual members volunteered to write up chapters.
Designer to be approached for printing estimate

Report prepared

4th Meeting ( January 2006)
Final Draft of Report agreed.
Invitation to present research at NPC/Help the Aged Conference on Travel Concessions 
in Birmingham on January 24 2006 accepted. Five members to attend.
Timetable for publication agreed. One member agreed to put Report on ESPOPF 
website www.espopf.org.uk

Proof reading and checking. Approved design.  
Sent to designer for finalisation and printing.

Confidentiality and Ethics
Questionnaires issued and completed anonymously. Strict adherence to ethical standards 
recommended by Teesside University. Purpose of Study explained fully to all participants. 
All quotations reproduced verbatim. Executive Summary to be issued to all respondents 
in March 2006 Newsletter. Report to be freely available on request.
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FINDINGS – ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES

1.  Sample

There are 9,906 pensioners over 60 years in the southern parishes. We sent Questionnaires 
to 2,366 ESPOPF member households reaching about 1 in 4 of the older population. We 
received 343 completed Questionnaires, making a response rate of 14.5% (343 / 2,366) by 
the ESPOPF members or 3.5% (343 / 9,906) of the total older population in the 
southern parishes. The findings arise from these 343 responses.

2.  Age and Sex Distribution    

About two-thirds, 69% (236 / 343) of the sample, are 
female and one third, 31% (107 / 343), are male.    Table 1

Figure 1

 60-64 yrs   65-69 yrs   70-74 yrs   75-79 yrs   80-84 yrs   85-89 yrs   90-94 yrs   95-99 yrs

         17         58     65      94          72 32        4           1

Table 2

Figure 1 and Table 2 show that there are 17 people aged 60-64 years, 58 and 65 in the 
65-69 and 70-74 years groups respectively and only one over 95 years. The largest age-
group is 75-79 years. The average age of the sample is 76 years. This distribution con-
forms to that of ESPOPF’s membership. The 60-74 year-olds are under-represented when 
compared with the population at large.

Female  69% 236 / 343

Male  31% 107 / 343
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3.  Take-up of EBC Travel Concessions.  

We included details of eligibility in a comprehensive Fact Sheet (Appendix 2).

       Yes % No % Total

 Did you claim concessions?   317 96%  13   4% 330

 Were they adequate?    157 68%  74 32% 231

 Did you have problems with eligibility?     3   1% 232 99% 235

Table 3

Table 3 shows that there is a high take-up of concessions, 96% (317 / 330). However, 
Table 5 will show that 11% (8 / 73) of 60-69 year olds did not claim, while only 2% (5 / 268) 
of all over 70 years did not claim. Of those replying to the question, 68% (157 / 231) 
felt that their concessions were adequate, while 32% (74 / 231) thought they were 
inadequate. (See Limitations para 2). Only a few, 1% (3 / 235), had problems with eligibility.    

4.  Numbers of Disabled Older People 

   Disabled    19%  66 / 343

   Disability Living Allowance  4%  13 / 343

   Attendance Allowance   10%  35 / 343

   Housebound (4)   Blind (4)  2%  8 / 343

Table 4

Table 4 shows that nearly one fifth of the sample, 19% (66 / 343), is registered disabled, 4% 
(13 / 343) claim Disability Living Allowance, 10% (35 / 343) claim Attendance Allowance and 
2% (8 / 343) are either housebound or blind.  These represent a vulnerable group of older 
people. 40% of disabled people (26 / 66) found the level of concessions inadequate. 

5.  Parish of Residence

There is an even spread of respondents across the area. There is no correlation 
between residential area and travel concession uptake and usage. Figure 2. 

Figure 2
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6.  Factors Which Influence Choice of Travel Concessions

 (a)  Age  

Provided that all types of travel concessions are available, age has no bearing on the 
choice of travel concessions. About 2 in 10 pensioners, of whatever age, choose half- 
fare bus passes and 8 in 10 respondents choose travel tokens. This is shown in Figure 3 
for the over-70’s and this ratio is the same as that shown by EBC’s figures for 2004.

However, in 2005, EBC withdrew the choice of travel tokens from those aged 60-69 
years, unless the older person was registered disabled. The effect of this decision was 
that, in the 60-69 year age-group, 48% (31 / 65) claimed bus passes, 41% (27 / 65) 
claimed rail vouchers and 11% (7 / 65), who were disabled, claimed travel tokens. 
In this age-group, 11% (8 / 73) did not claim concessions. 

In the over-70’s, 82% (215 / 263) claimed travel tokens and 18% (48 / 263) claimed bus 
passes. Rail vouchers were not an option. This is illustrated in Figure 3 and Table 5 below. 
In this age-group, only 2% of over-70’s, (5 / 268), did not claim concessions. 

             Figure 3

  60-4 yrs  65-9 yrs  70-4 yrs  75-9 yrs  80-4 yrs  85-9 yrs  90-4 yrs  95-9 yrs  Total

Travel tokens    1      6       53         74          61           23  3 1 222

Rail vouchers    6     21          27

Bus passes    7     24       10         17          11            9   1    79

Did Not Claim    2      6        2          3        13

     Table 5
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 (b)  Car ownership  

Car ownership in the southern parishes is high: 63% (216 / 343) own cars; 37% (127 / 
343) do not. Car owners are more likely to choose travel tokens, 85% (116 / 136) rather 
than bus passes, 15% (20 / 136). This trend is less marked for those without cars; 64% 
(106 / 165) chose travel tokens and 36% (59 / 165) chose bus passes. See Figure 4 and  

Table 6.

 Figure 4

     Car Owners No Car Total

 Travel-token holders  116  106 222

 Bus-pass holders    20    59 79

 Total    136  165 301

Table 6

Table 7

(c)  Previous choice of concession  

Table 7 shows that bus-pass holders in 2005 are more likely to choose bus passes in 
2006, 76% (60 / 79) and travel-token holders in 2005 are more likely to choose travel 
tokens, 87% (191 / 220), in 2006. Rail-voucher holders in 2005 are less likely to 
choose rail vouchers in 2006, 38% (10 / 26).

�������
������ �������

������

���
������

���
������

Concessions Which Were Concessions which will be claimed in 2006          Total

Claimed in 2005  Bus pass Rail voucher Travel  Tokens 

79  Claimed bus pass    60       19  79

27  Claimed rail voucher      2   10    14  26

222  Claimed travel tokens    27     2  191 220

328  Totals                         89   12  224 325
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Figure 5

Comparison of the two pie charts in Figure 5 shows that next year 4% of pensioners 
will switch from rail vouchers to bus passes or travel tokens, provided all concessions are 
available. There will be very little effect on percentage uptake of travel tokens and 
bus passes, (1% and 3%), even though bus passes will be free from April 2006.

Table 8

Pensioners living near bus stops are more likely to choose bus passes; their reason is ease 
of access, 68% (54 / 79). Frequent users of buses find value for money a further 
inducement 58%, (46 / 79). See Table 8.

Table 9

Most respondents claiming travel tokens, 90% (200 / 222), valued the flexibility afforded 
(their use on trains, ferries, buses, taxis, etc). Only a few, 5% (12 / 222), gave lack of 
services as a reason. 16% (35 / 222) gave inaccessibility of transport as a reason. 
See Table 9.

NO COMPANION PASSES OR TV TOKENS WERE CLAIMED.

��������
������������
�������������

Reasons given for preferring bus passes

Accessible bus services  68%      (54 / 79)

Value for money   58%      (46 / 79)

Reasons given for preferring travel tokens

No local bus services    5%  (12 / 222) 

Inaccessible transport  16% (35 / 222) 

Flexibility     90% (200 / 222) 

Concessions Claimed in 2005 (N=328)       Concessions We Will Claim in 2006 (N=325)
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Figure 6

7.  Modes of Transport for which Travel Concessions are Used   

Of all transport, the respondents use taxis the most frequently, 46% (221 / 478) and 
Dial-a-Ride the fewest times, 4% (18 / 478).  Table 10 and Figure 6 show these figures.
  

 
Taxi Bus Rail Good Neighbours       EVTS Minibus EVTS  Dial-a-Ride Total

221 111 67  38        23   18   478

Table 10

EVTS – Eastleigh Voluntary Transport Scheme
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Education Recreation

Everyday journeysSocial

Medical

8.  How We Used Our Travel Concessions (N=940)

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the very wide variety of activities for which tokens are used.  
They are used for essential everyday journeys, accessing medical facilities, for social 
contacts and for recreation and education. 
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Figure 7

Figure 8
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Table 11

The majority of respondents, 63% (53 / 84) opt for a Hampshire-wide free bus pass in 
2006.  Only 6% (5 / 84) opt for the Eastleigh Borough area.  Figure 9 and Table 11  

10.  Support for Nationwide Free-Travel Pass

Although only 19% (16 / 84) think they would use a nationwide bus pass, 99% 
(286 / 289) support the National Pensioners  Convention’s Campaign for a 
Nationwide Free-Travel Pass.

9.  Preferred Area to be Covered by Bus Passes in 2006 (N=84)

Figure 9

Eastleigh  Hampshire-wide Nationwide  Solent Area

6% (5 / 84)  63% (53 / 84)  19% (16 / 84)  12% (10 / 84)
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FINDINGS – COMMENTS OF RESPONDENTS

Many people took the opportunity to comment and all their comments are included.

The comments of the 60-69 year olds come first, as their choice of concession was 
restricted when travel tokens were withdrawn from them in 2005. They show the extent 
of unhappiness experienced and a give a foretaste of the likely effect on older people, if 
the mandatory, free, bus pass becomes their only option.

The comments of the rest of the sample, the over-70’s, are divided into groups, depending 
on choice of concession. The comments are under headings relating to adequacy, reason 
for choice, problems and eligibility.  They show the reality of older people’s lives, their 
dependence on concessions and some of the problems associated with them.

The final comments refer to the National Pensioners Convention’s campaign for a 
nationwide, free-travel pass.

The numbers introducing the comments refer to the Research reference numbers.

The suggestions and comments* made in this section deserve consideration by policy 
makers and transport operators if services are to be improved.

1  60- 69 YEAR OLDS - WHO WERE DENIED TRAVEL TOKENS IN 2005

Those who claimed bus passes instead

6 City of Southampton Pensioners pay 20p to travel the City – we pay half full fares
 (68 year old).
39      Not eligible for tokens - bus pass not as valuable as tokens (61 year old).
40      Not eligible for tokens (69 year old).  
58      Tokens not available to under 70’s.  No choice (69 year old).
71      Half - fare bus pass not O.K. for Day Riders.* Tokens no longer available   
 (64 year old).   
108    Rather have had tokens but had no alternative being under 70 (63 year old).

 

151    Tokens are not available to me now but they were far more useful than the bus
 pass (65 year old).
154    Would have preferred tokens, but I am under 70 and therefore ineligible to     
          claim them (67 year old).
166     The bus pass saves money, but I have to organise myself to walk to Lowford in
 time for the bus (64 year old).
171    Not eligible for tokens (62 year old).

117 This year I was not entitled to bus tokens which in 
previous years I would use for taxis. A bus pass costs me 
money for passport-size photos and as I live quite a way from 
a bus stop I would be wet through or very cold getting to the 
stop anyway so I used tokens for taxis. I miss the tokens a lot 
and I can’t claim them now because I am not 70 years old and 
I can no longer claim them (68 year old). 
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200     I could not choose tokens this year as I am under 70.  I used to use them for bus,
 train and taxi from hospital.  I have a car, but used public transport with tokens.
 Now I use the car more (65 year old).

227 Southampton Bus claims to know nothing about the Eastleigh Bus Pass, though
 the Management say they do! * (69 year old).
310    No tokens available for taxis (67 year old).

Summary:  Not one favourable comment, and lots of unhappiness and complaints.

 Those who claimed rail vouchers instead

107 Tokens give far more flexibility than bus pass or rail card (69 years old).
119   Haven’t had time to get to a main-line station to exchange the voucher for a 
 rail card (67 year old).
123    Rail card not valid for time I wanted to travel, so no discount (69 year old).
156    No longer eligible for tokens which helped me if I needed a taxi (68 year old).
163    Have not used (63 year old).
185    Loss of tokens for taxis (62 year old).
220    Would have preferred tokens (63 year old).

233    Consider the change to a warrant for a Railcard (Value £20) big reduction.   
 Difficult to use a railcard from Bursledon Station. No car parking available
 at Main Stations after 9am when off peak rail travel is available* – will
 probably use the rail card once this year to go to London. Nearest bus stop
 one mile from home and husband needs wheelchair for distances over 
 50 metres (67 year old).

257    I wanted tokens (69 year old).

Summary:  No favourable comments.  Tokens preferred.

181     I find bus fares very expensive even 
though I pay half fare (68 year old).

335   Had no choice as I am under 70 years old. We should 
have £100 worth of concessionary travel.  That would 
help towards taxis to hospitals  If you are not on benefit, 
you do not get free transport (68 year old).
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Those who did not claim any concessions

140   Buses and trains are not convenient for me, so I now have to pay the full 
 taxi fare for everything because I can no longer claim tokens (63 years old).

209 I would have preferred travel tokens as I do not use public transport. I could have
 used the tokens on taxis (68 years old).
237    Not now entitled to tokens (68 year old).
238    Would have preferred tokens (69 year old).
210    Prefer bus tokens. My husband and I chose tokens in previous years 
 (63 year olds)

Those who had problems with  eligibillity

222    Did not think I was eligible, even though I have been registered disabled
 since 1981 (66 year old).

126 Have had difficulty getting a (Social Services) yellow card to prove 
 eligibility (68 year old).

2  70+ YEAR-OLDS AND REGISTERED DISABLED PEOPLE WHO HAD 
THE FULL RANGE OF OPTIONS EXCEPT RAIL VOUCHERS

Travel token holders
Adequacy

9       The cost of bus tickets soon makes your tokens run out (74 year old).
I9       Tokens are soon spent on expensive taxi fares, but grateful for what I have 
 (70 year old).
27     I like to use the bus or taxi more often than the tokens allow (80 year old).
32      Bus fare to Southampton £4 – more to the General Hospital. The tokens are 
 soon used up (75 year old).

17  I am almost 68 and this year I was not entitled to 
travel tokens which in previous years I would use for 
taxis.  A bus pass would have cost me money for 
photographs and as I live quite a way from a bus stop 
- I would be wet through or very cold getting to it.  
So I used taxis, but you can’t use a bus pass on taxis. 
I miss the tokens a lot. I can’t drive so I am stuck  
(67 year old).

34  I visit my husband who is in a care home once 
a week – Hedge End to Park Gate £10 each way. 
Tokens are not adequate (83 year old).
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38   Hardly pays for a meal (79 year old).
42   More could always be useful (76 year old).
46   Taxi too dear (83 year old).
67   Inadequate as I have to attend surgery weekly 
 (75 year old).
75   Not enough (71 year old).
84  Adequate as long as one remains reasonably 
 healthy – otherwise not (74 year old).
105     Not adequate because of bus fare rises (77 year old).
111     The amount doesn’t cover the cost of a year’s travel (83 year old).
112   Does not cover my monthly journeys from Hedge End to Southampton 
 General Hospital (81 year old).
116     Not adequate and bus service far too expensive (70 year old).
125     One trip to hospital wiped out the £32 tokens (70 year old).
129     When the driver in this household is incapacitated, the tokens run out too 
 quickly (73 year old).
134     Each visit to hospital costs £16 per journey (78 year old).
142     Fares are high and tokens do not cover many trips (74 years old).
146     Taxi fares are very high and tokens are inadequate (71 year old).
195     Ran out of tokens after 5 months (75 year old).
221     Just the price of one taxi journey (70 year old).
222     Used them up too quickly (66 year old).
223     They were used up too soon (79 year old).
342     They are not enough for a full year, when it cost £2.40 to get into Southampton.

253     I have to use taxis and the tokens are not enough to keep up with the rising 
 prices (87 year old).
259    Not enough to use for hospital visits – I have been 5 times in the last 2 weeks 
 (75 years old.)
275   Enough for 9 trips from West End to Southampton or Eastleigh only 
 (73 year old).
294    Not enough (83 year old).
298   Tokens do not go far for hospital visits by taxi (88 year old).
319   The tokens only get me to Portswood twice to visit friends or my doctor 
 at £12 per taxi. Disabled – can’t use bus (78 year old).
320     Buses to hospital appointments very expensive (77 year old).
325   £32 goes nowhere with taxis (75 year old).

Summary:  Many of these comments, especially about the cost of hospital travel, were
  also made in our previous research,”Sic transit…” Hamble to Hospital.

224  On the occasions that I cannot drive myself 
and have no alternative transport, the tokens 
were insufficient for more than one visit to the 
General or RSH hospitals (66 years old).

102  £32 worth of tokens allows 
only 3 single taxi journeys to 
Southampton General Hospital 
in 1 year (71 year old).
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Reason for choosing travel tokens

 

60  Cannot use a bus (87 year old).
65   Unable to walk far so rely on taxis (78 year old). 
67   To travel by taxi (75 year old).
83    Unable to get on buses (71 year old).
85    Unable to use public transport (94 year old).
93   Limited local buses (69 year old).

126  I cannot get on a bus and Taxis are the only suitable method of travel . 
 Buses and warrants are useless (68 years old).

142   To purchase a railcard to visit relatives (74 years old).
144   Unable to walk to bus stop (83 years old).

184    Bus services not available from home address (89 years old).

298   Tokens are more acceptable than bus passes for disabled people. Some 
 bus drivers are most inconsiderate and you do not get time to sit down 
 before they start off (88  year old).*

304     I need someone to travel with me on all occasions and did not realise 
 I could have a Companion Pass (82 year old).*

308   Partial disability (83 year old).

Problems with travel tokens

21  Taxis would not accept tokens from last year (77 year old).

19  I chose tokens for taxi use when it is not practicable 
to use my car eg. eye drops at opticians, and visiting the 
General hospital to see my husband – so difficult to park 
there  (70 year old).

161  I am unable to travel 
on public transport as I am 
epileptic (82 year old)

47  On two occasions, the First Bus bus drivers said 
the tokens were a “bloody nuisance”, as they had 
to count them separately (71 year old).*
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66    Living in Thornhill, I need to get a Southampton bus to get an Eastleigh bus! 
 (84 year old).
84 Last year, some taxis would not accept tokens (74 year old).
87   Quarter of an hour uphill walk to nearest bus stop (81 year old).
125  As a disabled person, I can only use taxis, but they are so expensive that the
 tokens are soon used up (70 years old).
134  Southampton taxis do not accept Eastleigh tokens (78 year old).
165  Bus driver would not take tokens. We complained to the bus company and they
 said sorry (71 year old).

187  Walking frame (81 year old).
188   I can’t carry my shopping up to my house (85 years old).

270 I, myself, am unable to travel, but would be much helped if someone
 could shop for me and use my supply of tokens to shop on my behalf.  
 A companion pass would be most useful if the companion could do the
 shopping without my accompanying her (88 year old).*

275   Not all Southampton taxis accept tokens (73 year old).

Problems with Eligibility

25 I did not claim because I thought I was not entitled (79 year old). 
174    Questioned over and over (87 year old).*
182  I do not think I am entitled (76 year old).*
69      Not sure if I am entitled to all types of concessions (77 year old).*

Half-fare bus pass holders

3 To receive a full fare bus pass in April 06 – if I had taken tokens I would have had
 to wait ‘til July (71 year old). 
35      Have been in Hampshire 17 months and had tokens last year, now trying the bus
 pass half fare which I feel may be better value.   I do not need a rail card but
 WHY can’t you get one if you are over 70+???  Doesn’t seem fair.  (89 year old).
110    We could do with more buses going through Boorley Green , only have the 
 hopper. We have the hopper bus only which doesn’t connect with the bus from
 Botley to Fareham, which the 26 always did (78 years).*

54  Tokens did not arrive from EBC.  I was unable 
to collect (Lost in the post?) I had to sign a disclaimer 
before EBC would send them. My wife received hers  
(84 year old).*

170  I need a subsidised taxi service, similar 
to the service enjoyed by the disabled in the 
London area (83 year old).*
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115    Many buses do not tie up when a short visit is made.  You can spend a long time
 waiting for the return bus in many cases.  No 26 service less frequent now 
 (70 year old).  

158     No access to car travel because I am unable to drive and have no close relatives. 
 I use the bus pass on one day per week (75 year old).
177     Prefer tokens (89 year old).
269     More convenient to carry (86 year old)*.
283     Sooner have tokens (88 year old).
284     Sooner have tokens  (87 year old).

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED
NPC NATIONWIDE FREE-TRAVEL PASS

146   I hope the new Government Free Pass in 2006 could be used for all forms of
 travel:  buses, trains, coaches nationwide (71 year old).*
158   Support NPC Campaign, but not if it involves increase in taxes (75 year old).
216  I would choose a Nationwide Travel pass if tokens were discontinued. Reverting
 to nationwide tokens would also be useful (70 year old).*

133   We can use bus passes on 
all Hampshire buses for half price 
(74 year old).
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CONCLUSIONS ARISING FROM THE FINDINGS
Travel concessions are greatly valued by older and disabled people and they are used for 
a very wide variety of activities. They add immeasurably to the quality of life, enabling 
people to access medical facilities, social contacts, education and recreation and, most 
of all, to conduct independently their essential, everyday journeys.

When they have the choice, 8 out of 10 older people in Eastleigh’s southern parishes 
claim discretionary travel tokens, rather than the half-fare mandatory bus passes, even 
though the £32 (£45 for the over-80’s) worth of tokens is soon exhausted. An increase 
would be welcomed. In April 2006, when the mandatory full-fare bus pass is expected 
to be introduced, it is likely that 7 out of 10 older people will continue to claim tokens if 
they are still available.

The tokens offer flexibility in choice of destination and mode of transport, as they can 
be used on buses, trains, ferries, community transport, Dial-a-Ride and taxis. Bus passes 
restrict users to bus routes. This may explain the 99% support for the National Pensioners 
Convention’s campaign for the free-travel pass, which would obviously replicate the 
flexibility of travel tokens, would be easier to use and would operate nationwide.

The majority of pensioners in the survey spend their concessions on taxis in preference 
to all other modes of transport, even though expensive. Other forms of public transport 
tend to be inaccessible, irregular, also expensive, unreliable, slower, inappropriate and 
uncomfortable, even dangerous. Many older people are not able to walk far in search of 
transport nor stand around waiting for transport to turn up.

Of this sample, nearly 20% are registered disabled, but many more people will have 
mobility difficulties. The Findings reveal that a significant number of disabled people 
seem to be unaware of their entitlements.

The Survey reveals that Eastleigh Community Services Voluntary Transport Scheme, 
which provides the Dial-a-Ride and community minibus services, appears to attract fewer 
users in the southern parishes than the three Good Neighbour/Voluntary Care Schemes.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Each local council is unique. Councils differ in size and wealth, geographical location, 
age distribution of their population, provision of public transport, social policy and 
attitudes to older and disabled people, access to central amenities (shops, leisure and 
education facilities, cinemas), proximity to district boundaries, car ownership. This study 
relates to an area of six parishes in a semi-rural setting, but close to a large city, 
Southampton.  A particular feature of Eastleigh is its historical association with the 
railway industry. The large number of ex-railway workers and their families entitled to rail 
passes could have distorted the uptake of concessions. The findings, conclusions and 
recommendations in this report may not be appropriate for areas with different 
characteristics, but the travel needs of older people are the same everywhere.

An unforeseen difficulty arose in the Questionnaire, as Question 7, concerning allowances 
for disabled people, was followed by four questions about travel concessions. Some of 
the respondents answered the concession questions thinking they were about the 
allowances. A more accurate expression of the respondents’ views on adequacy and 
eligibility is given in the Comments of the Respondents.
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DISCUSSION
This survey reveals a widening gap in society between the mobile and affluent and the 
increasingly immobile, poorer pensioners. Without travel concessions, the gap would be 
wider. As it is, many older people are losing their ability to get out and about, to access 
necessary services and amenities and to participate in community life. Without transport, 
they become dependent on others and excluded.

Recent years have witnessed the growth of out-of-town supermarkets; the decline of 
local shopping centres; the development of pedestrian precincts and shopping malls in 
towns; the car boot sales, farm shops and garden centres in the countryside. Few of 
these developments are designed for people without cars, though the major retailers 
have been quick to offer free buses and disabled facilities in some instances. Even car 
owners have to cope with the hassle of traffic congestion and parking problems. For 79% 
of the respondents in the survey, on-line shopping is not an option. This means that it 
has become difficult for many older people to manage journeys for basic necessities like 
food shopping and money. The problems of accessing medical facilities has been dealt 
with elsewhere in ESPOPF’s report, “Sic transit…”  Hamble to Hospital 2004.

At present, local authorities have discretion to organise travel concession schemes to 
benefit their eligible residents and it is clear that the schemes vary so much across the 
UK that a post-code lottery operates. In London, for instance, pensioners travel every-
where with a free-travel pass; until the introduction of the mandatory half-fare bus pass, 
pensioners in other, especially rural, parts of the country had little support with transport.

The very welcome increase in the value of travel concessions by the Government, in its 
proposal to introduce mandatory, free, bus travel from April 2006, will result in more 
active and independent older people, if they are able to access buses. There will also 
be economic benefits in increased use of public transport, more retail activity in shopping 
centres and less pollution of the environment, as pensioners leave their cars at home, as 
shown in Wales.

However, the money for the mandatory element of the travel concessions comes to local 
councils from the Government’s Revenue Support Grant, which is calculated according to 
the Formula Spending Share. It is not ring-fenced and there is no specific element in the 
formula to meet the cost of concessionary fares.  This means that any surplus can be 
used for any other purpose and any deficit would have to be absorbed by other services. 
(See Appendix 3)

For many years, Eastleigh Borough Council has operated a Travel Concession Scheme 
which offers options to older people:  bus pass, travel tokens, companion pass (for 
disabled people) and TV licence tokens (for the housebound). 80% of pensioners have 
claimed the discretionary travel tokens because they can be used on all available forms 
of transport, including taxis, the mode of transport used most frequently by those with 
tokens.  It is a matter of concern if local authorities feel they may have to stop the 
discretionary travel concessions, in order to pay for the mandatory bus passes.  
In Eastleigh, this would mean an end to the much-needed travel tokens.
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Recent moves have been made by the Government and Eastleigh Borough Council to 
direct older people on to buses, with little or no consideration of whether bus travel is 
an option for most older people. The offer of mandatory bus passes has been seen by 
some people as a cynical manipulation of the travel concession subsidy to increase the 
take-up of public transport or, at worst, window dressing. While it is desirable that more 
people travel by public transport, it would be unfortunate if, as is feared, bus passes 
become the only available travel concession and older people with their mobility 
problems are disadvantaged further.

If older people are expected to be more mobile, to walk and stand around to access 
buses and to balance on moving vehicles, much more must be done to improve their 
mobility and falls awareness. We commend the  Health Walks and Health by Prescription 
initiatives of the Eastleigh Healthy Living Network and the 5-0 Club, which offers all the 
activities of the Borough’s principal leisure centre in a club setting to older people at 
reduced membership. However, far more subsidies and incentives will be needed to open 
up leisure and fitness centres for use by older people to increase their confidence, 
competence, and coping with public transport skills.

An ideal travel-concession scheme would start from consideration of the needs and 
location of older people, an assessment of available modes of transport and an 
estimation of how concessionary fares may be used to meet the needs. Too often, 
schemes are latched on to an inadequate, seemingly uncaring and inappropriate public 
transport system, with little consideration of the quality of service. There seems little 
awareness generally of the travel problems experienced by an ageing population.

Greater involvement of older and disabled people is needed in the planning and 
implementation of travel concession schemes. The Government should listen to the 
National Pensioners Convention’s call for a nationwide free-travel pass, which will set 
older people free to choose their destinations and their preferred mode of transport 
using a single travel pass.  Even the popular Senior Rail Card could be improved if peak 
travel were allowed.

Local councils should accept the necessity of responding flexibly to the needs of older 
people and, while continuing their present range of concessions, consider the introduction 
of local free-travel passes until the national one becomes available, with the alternative 
of taxi vouchers.

Travel concessions are available to disabled people from the age of 16 and though the 
remit of this research was to consider older people, the Researchers consider that much 
more should be done nationally and locally  to meet the needs of disabled people so 
that they are clear about all their entitlements and claim them. One fifth of our 
respondents were old and disabled.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1 That all those responsible for travel concessions recognise that older and disabled 
people need a flexible and generous response to their need to travel independently, using 
various modes of transport, especially taxis, to and from a wide variety of destinations.

2 That the Government respond to this Report, having given consideration to the travel-
concession needs of disabled and older people of pensionable age in the UK and the 
discriminatory effect of the present post-code lottery of travel concessions, and 

 introduce a free-fare national travel pass, as advocated by the National Pensioners 
Convention, and an alternative taxi-voucher scheme for those unable to use any other 
mode of transport, if this cannot be incorporated in the free-fare travel pass.

3 That Hampshire County Council, as Transport Authority, respond to this Report and, 
until a free-fare national travel pass becomes available,

 consult with older people to co-ordinate an equitable county-wide strategy of  
 concessionary travel.
 introduce a Hampshire-wide, free-travel pass and alternative taxi-voucher scheme  
 or a Solent Free-Travel Pass with alternative taxi-voucher scheme.

 extend Cango buses and other travel initiatives throughout the County where 
 appropriate 

 review criteria for subsidies to transport operators in the light of this Report.

4 That Eastleigh Borough Council respond to this Report and, until a national or local 
free-travel pass is introduced,

 maintain or re-introduce and increase the travel-token option for all of 
 pensionable age

 enlarge the taxi-voucher scheme presently available to some Eastleigh Town 
 residents to the rest of the Borough

5 That Hampshire Social Services respond to this Report and initiate a take-up campaign 
to ensure that disabled people are aware of and claim the concessions and allowances 
to which they are entitled.

6 That Transport Operators respond to this Report and develop services and customer-
care training which address the needs of older and disabled passengers.

7 That Eastleigh Community Services respond to this Report and give consideration to 
the low take-up of their transport services in the southern parishes, especially 
Dial-a-Ride, and put in place measures to increase it.
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APPENDIX 1
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APPENDIX 2

ESPOPF
TRAVEL CONCESSIONS SURVEY 2005

The ESPOPF Researchers ask ESPOPF members to express their 
views about Travel Concessions.   They will then send a report 
based on your answers to Eastleigh Borough Council and make 
recommendations in an attempt to influence policy.

Please read the ESPOPF FACT SHEET enclosed, which will tell you 
everything you need to know about Travel Concessions:

  what you are entitled to
  if you are eligible
  how to claim
  what you will get
  prospects for the future.

Please fill in ALL the questions on this sheet.
Do not give your name to ensure confidentiality.

• Either send the completed Questionnaire to:

  Diane Andrewes
  Orchard Hill
  Salterns Lane
  Old Bursledon
  Southampton SO31 8DH

• or bring it to the Open Meeting on 15th November.

THE DEADLINE FOR REPLIES IS

NOVEMBER 15TH 2005
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SECTION 1   ABOUT YOU
   
1. Are you  MALE?  FEMALE?  Please tick � 

2. What year were you born?  19........  

3. Please circle the area which describes where you live: 

Boorley Green      Botley Bursledon      Butlocks Heath 

Hamble    Hedge End         Hound     Netley
   
Old Netley      West End
     Please tick � 

4. Is there a car in the household? Yes  No

5. If so, do you drive it?  Yes  No

6. Do you have a home telephone? Yes  No
 
    Do you have a mobile phone? Yes  No
  
    Do you use the Internet?  Yes  No

SECTION 2  CURRENT ARRANGEMENTS

7. Please circle all categories which applied to you on 1st July 05. 

    Over 60 Over 70  Over 80  Over 90

    Registered Disabled     Registered blind Housebound

    In receipt of -  Attendance Allowance  - Disability Living Allowance
  
8.  Did you claim your concessions? Yes  No

9.  If yes, were they adequate Yes  No 

    If they were not adequate, explain ...............................................

10. If you did not claim them, please say why............................................

11. Did you have problems in proving eligibility?    Yes    No

       If you did, what were they? ........................................................

12.  What concessions did you claim?  Please tick � all which apply.

       Bus Pass Companion Pass  Railcard 

       Tokens TV Licence Stamps  None of these 

If you chose a Bus Pass, go to question 13 
If you chose Tokens, go to question 14.

13.  What were your reasons for choosing a Bus Pass?  Please tick � 

 Accessible bus services Yes    No

 Value for money  Yes    No

 Other (specify)  .........................................Go to question 15. 

14.  What were your reasons for choosing Tokens?  Please tick �
 
       No local bus services   Yes No  
 
       Inaccessible public transport  Yes No

       Flexibility (taxis, trains, community buses, etc) Yes No

Other (specify)  ..........................................................

15. Did you have problems using your concessions? Yes          No 

If Yes, explain ............................................................................

16.  What did you use your Bus Pass/Tokens/Railcard for?  Circle all. 

      Bank     Post Office     Shopping     Chemist      Other specify   
        
                
      G.P.    Dentist       Hospital            Optician      ....................
        
      Church    Library     Social Visits        Trips    ....................

17. How did you make the journeys?   Circle all methods of transport.

      Dial-a-Ride Train Taxis  Minibus

      Rail Card Good Neighbours     Other specify  ...............

SECTION 3        FUTURE USE OF CONCESSIONS

   The Government has announced that, from 2006, they will fund free,   
   full-fare, off-peak bus passes for all pensioners, to be used locally.

18.  In  2006, which will you claim, if available?  Please tick � one.   

Bus Pass  OR Tokens      OR Railcard Warrant  
  
19.  If you choose Bus Pass, where do you think you would use it?

Please tick � one area.

Hampshire-wide (as at present)   Eastleigh Borough

Solent Area (like Solent Travel Card)      Nationwide       

20.  Would you support the National Pensioners’ Convention Campaign 

for a Nationwide Senior Travel Pass?  Yes   No

Thank you for completing this questionnaire.

Please send it to Diane Andrewes by 15th November

Orchard Hill, Salterns Lane, Old Bursledon, SO31 8DH 

or bring it to the November Open Meeting.
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APPENDIX 3

EMAIL FROM EASTLEIGH BOROUGH COUNCIL ABOUT THE FINANCIAL IMPACT ON LOCAL 

COUNCILS OF THE GOVERNMENT’S PROPOSED MANDATORY FULL-FARE BUS PASS

Sent: Monday, October 17, 2005 8:59 AM
Subject: RE: Concessionary Travel

Dear Mrs Andrews
As you rightly say the situation is complicated and unfortunately not yet finalized but I will 
endeavor to explain the current position. To answer your questions in turn:
 1. The Government is proposing that the funding for the mandatory scheme with 
 effect from 1 April 06 will be included in the Revenue Support Grant settlement 
 2006/07. (This is the Councils general grant to cover the cost of it’s services and it is 
 determined by a very complex formula called the Formula Spending Share – FSS. 
 For Eastleigh this amounts to approx £6.4M each year). The FSS does not contain 
 anything specific for Concessionary Fares. The Government is proposing to add a total of 
 £350m to the total grant sum to meet the cost of the scheme and distribute it based on
  adjusting an existing element of the formula that would increase the weighting on:

   - population density
   - pensioners on income support
   - incapacity benefit / severe disablement allowance

       Eastleigh’s share is estimated to be £425,000.

 Not surprisingly there is major concern about this basis for distributing the amount as
  none of the elements really reflect the likely cost of the new scheme to individual 
 councils. This and many other changes to the FSS formula has been out to for consultation 
 and I, like many of my colleagues, have responded that there should be a specific 
 element within the formula to reflect the cost of concessionary fares. Whether the 
 Government will do so is doubtful as the grant settlement is announced in late 
 November and there is little time to implement what is a major change to the formula.  

 2. Assuming that Eastleigh’s additional grant is £425,000 there is no guarantee that this will cover
 the cost – A consultant was engaged by the Hampshire Councils to estimate the cost to each 
 individual Council. Although the report suggests that we may be just about alright I recently met
 with Loraine Radford, the manager of the service, who is very concerned that this will be 
 insufficient to meet the cost of the mandatory scheme. If the amount we receive is included 
 within the Revenue Support Grant it will not be ring-fenced and therefore any surplus can be
 used for any other purpose. Similarly of course any deficit will have to absorbed by other services
 as we are already committed to a Council Tax rise of 1% below inflation. Part of the difficulty is
 that we will not know the true position until mid 2006/07 when we know the take-up of the scheme. 

 3.  I have answered this question in 1) but just to reiterate – there is no specific Government 
 funding to meet the cost of concessionary fares. It is part of a  grant formula that covers the cost 
 of virtually all district council services including refuse collection, planning and  environmental 
 health.  

I hope this answers your questions and apologise if it’s not clear what is happening. Should you wish to 
discuss this further I am more than happy to meet with you to go through the figures in detail.

                                                                                    Nick Tustian
      Asst. Chief Exec. (CFO)
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APPENDIX 4

PARLIAMENTARY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Free Public Transport

Mr Andrew Turner: To ask the Secretary of State for Transport what estimate he has made of the cost of 
providing free public transport (a) in each local authority transport area and (b) in England for (i) disabled 
people, (ii) all people aged over 60 years and (iii) all people under 19 in full-time education (A) in rural 
areas and (B) elsewhere.

Charlotte Atkins: Local authorities in England currently spend around £500 million per year on 
concessionary fares schemes.

It is estimated that an extension of current concessionary fares schemes to provide free local transport for 
people over 60 and disabled people within their local authority area would cost an additional £200 million 
per year (approximately £18 million for disabled people and £182 million for the over 60s). This includes 
local bus journeys and, where the local authority chooses to fund wider concessions, journeys on trains, 
underground, light rail and ferries within the local areas. The additional cost would rise to around £250 
million per year (£25 million for disabled people and £225 million for the over 60s) if all local journeys on 
the national rail system were included.

An England-wide scheme allowing free travel for all older and disabled people on all bus journeys would 
cost around £260 million per year more than the current system (approximately £24 million for disabled 
people and £236 million for the over 60s).  The additional cost would rise to £500 million per year if all 
rail journeys were included (£50 million for disabled people and £450 million for the over 60s).  
Breakdown by cost for each local authority or for rural and other areas is not available. 

21 Feb 2005: Column 208W

Parliamentary Question by Chris Huhne, Eastleigh Constituency, to Dept of Transport.  
Date: 5/12/2005

To ask the Secretary of State for Transport if he intends to extend free off-peak travel for 
pensioners to include journeys that cross local authority boundaries?

(Parliamentary Question by John Cummings, to Dept of Transport.  Date: 2/11/2005)

To ask the Secretary of State for Transport what arrangements he is making to enable cross-boundary 
travel between County Durham and Tyne and Wear and Teesside under the concessionary travel scheme 
for over-60s; and if he will make a statement.

From 1 April 2006, residents who are 60 or over, or disabled will be entitled to free off-peak bus 
travel within the boundary of the district or unitary council, or the passenger transport executives 
(PTEs) in metropolitan areas. However, local authorities and PTEs will retain their discretion to 
work together to provide cross-boundary travel.
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APPENDIX 5

1 “Live Long and Better”
 Towards a quality of life strategy for Eastleigh residents aged 60+
 Eastleigh Borough Council’s Older People’s  Strategy Spring 2005

2  “Getting Out and About”        
 Interim Report on a Survey into the Experiences of Older People in Portsmouth in relation to 
 Existing and Future Travel Concessions
 Dr Alan Burnett, Portsmouth Pensioners Association and Help the Aged
 2005

3   “Making the Connections”:  
 Final Report on Transport and Social Exclusion
 www.socialexclusionunit.gov.uk

4   “Sic transit....” Hamble to Hospital 
 The Hospital Travel Needs of Older People in Hamble le Rice
 Eastleigh Southern Parishes Older People’s Forum October 2004
 www.espopf.org.uk

Disclaimer

The statements and opinions of all those older people responding to the Questionnaire have been 
reproduced verbatim. Statements have not been verified and opinions are not necessarily those of the 








